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Thinking Geographically - Reading Guide 1.1
Chapter 1 (Rubenstein 9th, pp. 1 – 14 & Appendix, pp. 488-493)
I. Directions: Read the first issue of the chapter. While reading, define the following terms and give an
example or explanation or a drawing of the term in your own words or pictures.
Term

Definition

Example/Explanation/Drawing

Place

Cartography

Scale

Projection

Baseline

GIS & GPS

Remote Sensing

Township &
Sections
(1785 US Land
Ordinance)
II. Short Answers: Answer the following short answer questions in complete sentences.
1. a) What is the advantage of a map that shows only a small portion of the earth’s surface – like a neighborhood - that is, a
large-scale map?
b) What advantage does a map have that shows the entire globe, a small-scale map have?
2. What are the two broad categories of geography?

3. What two major decisions must a cartographer make before making a map?
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4. What are three ways that maps can display scale?

5. a) Name the major projections mentioned in the text and appendix.

b) What are the advantages of the Mercator Projections? Disadvantages?

6.

Provide an example of developments in geography for each of the following: Chinese, Muslims and the Age of Discovery
th
(16 Century).

Essential question(s): When geographers convert the round earth to a flat map, they use a projection. All projections have some
distortion (only a globe has none). List the four things that typically become distorted in various projections.

After completing this chapter you should be able to:
• Define geography, human geography, explain the meaning of the spatial perspective.
• Explain how geographers classify each of the following and provide examples of each:
a) distributions b) locations c) regions
•

Identify how each of the following plays a role in mapmaking:
a) induction c) simplification b) symbolization d) categorization

•

Identify types of scale and projections used in mapmaking - identify advantages and disadvantages of
different projections.

•

List different models of diffusion and provide examples/illustrations of each in the real world.

•

Distinguish between different types of mapped information (dot distribution, choropleth, etc.) and provide
explanations of strengths and weaknesses of each of the following types of maps: a) dot distribution b)
choropleth c) proportional symbol d) isoline
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